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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft GPS. It was a genuine pleasure to read 

this GPS. As a policy document it was a step above previous documents. It was really welcome 

to see regular reference to evidence and the inclusion of some key numbers. What was most 

pleasing though was the content and welcome change in direction.  We are particularly pleased 

to see the priority given to safety, and the changes in priorities generally. Overall TRAFINZ 

considers that the draft GPS gives the opportunity to rebalance the transport system and 

deliver much better on key social, economic and environmental outcomes than in the past.  

 

2. ABOUT TRAFINZ  

TRAFINZ (The New Zealand Local Authority Traffic Institute Inc) represents a wide grouping of 

NZ local authorities, covering the majority of the New Zealand population. Its membership 

includes all the major metropolitan cities, several regional councils, several smaller provincial 

authorities as well as private sector transport consultants, NZ Police, life members, and various 

non-government organisations.  The Institute has access to a worldwide network of transport 

jurisdictions and expertise in a wide range of safety and transport disciplines. These include 

enforcement, research and development, transport engineering, planning, education, leading 

edge vehicle development, transportation technologies, safe system design, transportation 

environments and human factors in transportation. 

TRAFINZ’s Executive is comprised of elected councillors and officers, drawn from a cross section 

of the membership, together with senior personnel from key government partners and 



supported by a number of senior technical staff from transport consultancies that volunteer 

their services pro bono. The Institute has an unparalleled track record in providing innovative 

transportation advice and in advocating for safe and sustainable transport since our foundation 

in 1948.  

The Institute’s primary focus is on delivering safe and sustainable transport. We also place great 

importance on integration between transport and land use planning, and on accessibility. 

TRAFINZ provides specialist advice, and shares best practice with member authorities on 

transport and safety issues. It advocates regularly to Government and the wider public, and acts 

as a conduit for the local government community to respond to Government on new transport 

policies and legislation. 

Our comments on the Draft are set out below. 

 

3.   CONTEXT and STRATEGY   

We will start by referring back to the previous 2015-25 GPS as that provides a context for our 

comments on GPS18. Under the previous Government the GPS had three strategic focus areas – 

economic growth and productivity, safety and value for money. In our view and experience of 

that regime, the economy tended to trump all else. Economic efficiency was defined almost 

solely in terms of roading capacity and avoidance of travel time delay. Providing for freight 

movement by truck was seen as a/the priority. Investment was disproportionately directed to a 

small number of state highway projects (Roads of National Significance – RONS). Safety 

generally felt like an afterthought, even though it was supposed to be a strategic priority. The 

focus on moving freight by large trucks is, predictably, having road safety consequences. Road 

death and injury has risen steadily over the last 5 years which shows a lack of achievement in 

safety. Certainly the objective of the national Safer Journeys Strategy to deliver ‘A safe road 

system increasingly free of death and injury’ is not even close to being met. Furthermore under 

the 2015-25 GPS value for money was sought only selectively because RONS appeared to be 

exempt, and indeed many of them had benefit cost ratios of significantly less than 1.  

TRAFINZ made submissions on all possible occasions when successive GPS were promulgated. 

Our consistent themes were of the need for a more balanced investment programme, led by a 

national strategy, and built on evidence. Some of the RONS projects do make sense and have 

very good safety benefits – the Waikato expressway would be the prime case. However the 

level of investment on RONS meant that other smaller, but considerably higher pro-rata benefit 

projects did not get funded. The RONS have also predictably tended to encourage urban sprawl 

in some areas and contribute to greater use of private vehicles.  



There has been fantastic work done to identify priority areas for safety investment across the 

country. More safety funding would have allowed delivery to be accelerated.  We have 

absolutely no doubt that many more people would be alive today had more funding been 

available for road safety engineering. We were also deeply concerned that the focus on RONS 

would particularly undermine the ability of smaller Councils to maintain their transport 

networks by depriving them of funding.  

That said, existing projects will need to be completed. Several are in advanced construction. 

There would be no merit in ceasing work on them now. We are also aware that there are some 

state highway projects which are sufficiently advanced in planning, and where land uses have 

been built around their happening, so that they may warrant proceeding. We note later that it 

may be appropriate for development contributions to apply in these circumstances. Some of 

these were discussed by various mayors at the GPS Summit on April 16th. Careful consideration 

of these projects needs to be undertaken before decisions are made. We are reluctant to single 

out one roading project for completion, but it is very clear that a replacement for the 

Manawatu Gorge route has to be a priority.    

We also strongly opposed the removal of other transport objectives around access, and 
environment from land transport legislation by the former Government. Consequently we are 
very pleased to see the re-inclusion of these objectives and overall a broader framework for 
transport in GPS18.  (section 1.2)  
 
The Institute strongly supports a more holistic view of transport effects. We have always argued 
the need to integrate safety, health, social and cultural needs, land use activities, and local and 
global environmental impacts into transport evaluation.  

TRAFINZ has also long advocated for an integrated, multi-partisan Transport Strategy, that is 

based on good evidence, widely consulted on, subject to periodic review, and is ultimately 

understood and ‘owned’ by the wider public as much as is possible. In short we argue for 

something that can stand the test of time. We supported the development of a Transport 

Strategy in the latter days of the 1999-2008 Labour led Government and strongly expressed our 

concern when this was replaced by the incoming National led Government’s Government Policy 

Statement. The GPS began as very much the creature of the Minister of Transport. Our fear has 

always been that the GPS as a document had the potential to lack an evidence base, and that 

the way in which funding ‘buckets’ were created was potentially more about political 

aspirations than good transport outcomes. We have always expressed the concern that changes 

of Government could lead to rapid changes in transport direction and funding allocation. This 

would create major costs for NZ Inc. While GPS 2018 is a significant improvement on past GPS’, 

in style, evidence and in the direction it takes, TRAFINZ still considers developing a New Zealand 

Transport Strategy would be in our country’s best long term interests.  



We note the expectation that a second stage GPS (2019) is intended, and suggest this should be 

an opportunity to develop a process for a New Zealand Transport Strategy, as well as for useful 

further improvements building on GPS18.   

  

3.  STRATEGIC DIRECTION IN GPS 18 

 

TRAFINZ supports the four strategic priorities, as stated.: 
 
1. Safety 

2. Access 

3. Environment 

4. Value for money 

  

3.1 SAFETY  

TRAFINZ is delighted to see the primacy given to safety. We strongly agree that safety, and 

aspiring to a safe system free of death and serious injury – should be THE Key Priority. For too 

long we have accepted death as the inevitable consequence of mobility. We are thrilled to see 

the explicit mention of Vision Zero and the ethical basis for Vision Zero. TRAFINZ has been 

advocating for Vision Zero as an ethical basis for transport planning for well over a decade, and 

indeed was probably the first organization to ‘bring the concept’ to New Zealand in the early 

2000s. That does not mean that we will necessarily reach zero, but it does mean that we should 

work consistently towards that ethical objective. Government should be brave and committed, 

knowing that it will be supported by a wide range of stakeholders. Interim targets should be 

set, something avoided by the former Government in Safer Journeys. The Institute believes that 

safety should not be traded off, often for matters of limited convenience.  

We look forward to being involved in the development of the new Road Safety Strategy and 

associated Action Plan(s).  

We support the focus on key risks, and note that there has been a huge amount of fantastic 

work done to identify high risk locations by NZTA, by the AA, by private consultancies and 

NGOs. We collectively know what needs doing. It is all thoroughly mapped. We are not sure 

why just the top 10% of risk locations is selected. We consider that it is eminently sensible to 

start with the highest risk locations, but not to stop at that point. TRAFINZ strongly encourages 

the GPS to provide resources for this work to be done – starting immediately. As long as the 

system of funding ‘buckets’ remains, our one funding concern is that there is still no funding 



‘bucket’ for road safety engineering, and monitoring the investment in road safety engineering 

is therefore still opaque. We note that there are ‘buckets’ for safety enforcement and safety 

education. We recommend a clear separate ‘bucket’, drawn from the relevant State Highway 

and Local Roading budgets in which safety engineering clearly currently sits.  The alternative is a 

clear reporting regime, where the safety projects undertaken and costs of those projects, are 

transparently and regularly reported publicly.    

To further support safety, TRAFINZ strongly supports a review of FAR rates for safety projects. 

We know that local authorities are under financial pressure, and it is too easy for safety 

investment to be sacrificed first. A more supportive FAR rate would assist both smaller and 

larger Councils.  

We also continue to advocate that organisations with road safety responsibilities be required to 

develop a safe system plan that sets out how they intend to contribute to a safe land transport 

system. This includes Road Controlling Authorities, policy makers, enforcement agencies, 

funders, and the likes of the insurance industry, vehicle providers, fleet managers and 

employers. This is the Swedish cultural model where it seems to us that everyone asks ‘what 

can I do’ to help deliver a safer transport system. At the moment after a fatality or serious 

injury in New Zealand, there is short term wringing of hands, and that is often about it.  

Together these two things – funding carrots and a responsibility stick – would make a very 

significant difference to road safety.  

Vitally important to all of this is improving decision makers’ knowledge around road safety. Too 

often we see at both Central and Local Government levels that political and management 

decision makers substitute their own anecdotal experience for sound evidence. We encourage 

investment in improving decision makers’ knowledge around road safety.  

TRAFINZ also encourages the establishment of a body, adequately resourced to advocate for 

land transport safety without fear or favour. Government agencies cannot do this but a 

Parliamentary Commissioner or a properly funded independent NGO could. We also encourage 

the establishment and ongoing operation of some form of bipartisan Select Committee. Regular 

reporting back to Parliament in a public way would also cast the spotlight on progress or lack of 

progress and keep the focus on improving safety.  

TRAFINZ supports investment in safety enforcement. As set out in our attached ‘First XV’ we 

recommend greater clarity around the services that Police provide in return for NZTA funding. It 

is vitally important that the investment made in Policing is transparently monitored, under 

contract to NZTA.  

TRAFINZ also supports greater use of technology, which is clearly continually advancing. In 

particular we consider that rolling out more Red Light cameras – possibly with speed function 



included – would be popular and effective. That is possibly the one safety camera that has 

almost universal support ! 

A detail that should be considered is responsibility for Railway crossings. We recommend that 
the Railways Act is reviewed to clarify ownership and funding of level crossing improvements in 
order to achieve improved safety at rail level crossings.  

 

Recommendations: 

TRAFINZ has worked with representatives of Government agencies to develop what has 

become our ‘First XV’ of safety initiatives which we include as part of our submission. (Appendix 

One). Rather than repeat those fifteen in toto here, we recommend adoption of, and action to 

deliver all those proposals. They include Vision Zero. We list some of the headlines here:  

• Adopt Vision Zero as New Zealand’s ethical and aspirational objective.  
 

• Set a series of interim targets for safety outcomes to be achieved or bettered.  
 

• Government should do everything it can to ensure prioritizing safety lasts beyond any 
future changes in Government. We would encourage making safety a bipartisan 
transport priority if possible. We reiterate our recommendation that an organization be 
established and supported to advocate for safety outside of constraints applying to 
Government agencies, and potentially commission / deliver research. We recommend 
either a Parliamentary Commission structure or Government supporting a new small 
NGO type entity.  
 

• Work with the road safety community to ensure wider understanding of safety issues 
among decision makers and the community.   
 

• Ensure organisations with transport safety responsibilities be required to develop their 
own safe system plan that sets out how they intend to contribute to safer land 
transport.  
 

• Provide a clear separate budget line ‘bucket’ for safety engineering and/or a transparent 
reporting regime for safety engineering investment if not separated out.  
 

• Review of FAR rates for safety projects.  
 

• Encourage safer forms of transport, including for freight. We note later under the 
‘theme’ of ‘mode neutrality’ that transport does not fully pay many of its externalities  
 



• Accelerate the implementation of the Speed Management Guide.  
 

• Take a range of steps to significantly raise vehicle safety standards.  
 

• Invest in safety enforcement including more transparent delivery of safety enforcement 
by the NZ Police, and more use of technology such as Red Light cameras.  
 

• Take a range of steps to encourage safer road use. (driver training and behaviours, 
distraction, seat belt wearing, speed, etc)  

 

3.2   ACCESS 

TRAFINZ strongly supports the underlying philosophy that the transport system provides for 

access for all people, and that the focus is on access rather than movement per se.  

We completely agree that transport should be about serving people and their communities, 

rather than the other way around. Transport is a means to an end rather than an end in itself.   

TRAFINZ has long considered that transport and land use are intimately connected. It is very 

pleasing to see GPS18 explicitly recognize this. TRAFINZ considered that previous Government 

policy encouraged greenfields development as a way of delivering ‘cheaper housing’ which 

exacerbated unsustainable transport patterns. We consider that Government should give 

careful consideration to the land use planning tools Councils have available to them. At the 

moment much of what is delivered is just adequate in terms of resource consenting , and the 

process to change planning rules is extremely slow and expensive.  

TRAFINZ encourages Government to think about where its own institutions are located to 

better support the reduction of transport (traffic) demand.  This includes where in New Zealand 

they are located, and where they are located within individual cities and towns.  

We strongly support the intent to encourage more people to travel by more sustainable means. 

It has long been clear to us that the old one person per car travel expectation is unsustainable 

in so many ways.  

We strongly agree with the increased focus on sustainable transport modes. Careful 

consideration needs to be given to funding arrangements for sustainable transport. We 

highlight particularly that historically there has been little or no funding for pedestrian 

movement except where it involves safer road crossing. We are also aware that there are issues 

with public transport farebox recovery targets and a recent historical focus by NZTA on peak PT 

services, because of its being required to focus on economic growth and productivity rather 



than access. It is also important to fully recognize the social and health benefits of promoting 

active transport.  

We strongly agree with the GPS reviewing how freight is moved. Rail, sea, and pricing are all 

important potential tools. We agree that there is a very large environmental and human 

(safety) cost of heavy road freight. Around 1 in 4 fatal crashes involve a heavy vehicle. That 

proportion has been increasing in recent years. 

 

TRAFINZ is very pleased to see explicit reference to social inclusion, and provision for those of 

us with disabilities. At several recent annual conferences we have had compelling presentations 

from members of the disability community. So often even a small amount of engagement 

during design processes can make access possible where without that engagement it might not 

have been. That makes a huge difference to the ability of many of us to participate in our 

communities to our full capacity. This will become all the more important as our population 

ages.    

We strongly agree with the comment that Government and its agencies will work with 

communities on their transport solutions – Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch are singled 

out. TRAFINZ, as a local government representative body, considers it essential that Central 

Government work with Local Government, rather than imposing solutions.  

We also strongly support the inclusion of new pricing tools into the local government tool box. 

We note that Auckland and all of the nine Councils in the Wellington region have for some time 

asked for the powers to adopt pricing tools such as congestion pricing or long stay parking 

levies. We believe these are useful funding tools, but at least equally importantly they can help 

change behaviour.  In that they are much ‘cleverer’ than a simple fuel tax. They would allow 

more accurate pricing by picking up some externalities. We also consider that a long stay 

parking levy would help encourage a shift from long stay (commuter) parking to short stay 

parking which would support local business viability.  They may also avoid some of the concerns 

being expressed about how a regional (Auckland) fuel tax will actually be paid. We make 

comment elsewhere about development contributions being able to be levied on new 

developments facilitated by to state highway investment by NZTA or public transport costs for 

regional councils. We also consider that value uplift tools should be considered.  

Our Auckland and Wellington members are very pleased to see the specific mention of the 

cycleway connections between North Shore and Auckland Central and Hutt Valley and 

Wellington CBD. They are both key connections for urban cycleways in our biggest cities. We 

are also very supportive of the mention of ongoing support for the Nga Haerenga cycleways. 

These are wonderful tourism and recreation assets. 



We fully agree with the priority placed on resilience of the system.  

 

Recommendations:  

• Government should consider whether land use planning tools are fit for purpose.  
 

• Government should think about where its own institutions are located.  
 

• Government should consider funding support for the pedestrian network.  
 

• Government should review PT farebox recovery targets and ensure that funding 
properly considers off peak as well as peak services.  
 

• Government should allow for new pricing tools for local government and NZTA. 

 

3.3 ENVIRONMENT 

TRAFINZ strongly supports this section. We have already noted our support above for actions to 

reduce carbon footprint, support sustainable transport, integrate transport and urban form, 

focus on access rather than just on movement, and for TDM and pricing. We strongly support 

the importance of creating livable cities. Transport should serve our communities, not 

dominate them.  

 

3.4  VALUE FOR MONEY 

We reiterate our support for the need to demonstrate value for money, and particularly for the 

explicit requirement for Benefit : Cost ratios to exceed one. In saying this we would strongly 

encourage that compliance / proof regime not be too onerous in respect of small projects. 

Many RCA’s have complained that the cost, complexity and time required to comply can be 

excessive in relation to the funding being sought.  

It is appropriate here to record that TRAFINZ encourages Government to work on ensuring that 

externalities are properly captured in the funding decision making system. Transport can have 

very significant impacts on health, safety, environment, climate change, and land use and 

utilization to mention some key issues. The land under roads is most (all?) Councils most 

significant asset by value, reflecting the enormous amount of land consumed by roading. On 

the other hand, active transport can encourage health, wellbeing and social inclusion. The fact 



that at the moment we do not measure many of these externalities can distort transport 

planning and investment.  

One particular early change we would encourage is that Development Contributions (DCs) be 

able to be required by NZTA and by regional councils. At the moment only City and District 

Councils can collect DCs. Where development is facilitated by a state highway investment, or 

requires a new public transport service those development s do not currently contribute to the 

relevant infrastructure. That distorts land use patterns, and almost inevitably subsidises and 

encourages sprawl and car dependency.      

 

5.  TRANSITIONAL RAIL FUNDING 

The draft GPS discusses investment in passenger rail that cannot wait until next year’s GPS 2. We are 

unclear what this investment is, as it is not spelt out. We assume it covers deficiencies in the Auckland 

and Wellington networks, Hamilton-Auckland and Palmerston –Wellington commuter services and 

possibly Christchurch but this is unclear. We would expect our members to support this investment. We 

hope that future investment consideration, perhaps under GPS 2 will also consider deficiencies in the 

freight system that might stack up. Obviously there has been considerable discussion about the rail link 

to Gisborne for example. In all cases we would assume that investment would be evidence led, and in 

line with the draft GPS theme of mode neutrality.  

 

6.  THEMES  

Three Themes have been included in the GPS for the first time.  TRAFINZ welcomes this 

initiative.  The themes should be givens because they are so self-evident. However as noted 

elsewhere in this submission, previous iterations of the GPS under the former Government 

were not at all mode neutral, and there was no integration between transport and land use. 

Indeed Councils had to regularly fight against various Government proposals to undermine their 

own transport and land management and land use sustainability. An example was feedback 

from Councils regarding the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity. That 

began as being all about land supply only, and local authorities had to advocate strongly that 

densification must be considered as part of providing urban development capacity. Another 

was the changes in legislation that led to Councils having to give effect to the GPS even if they 

did not agree with it.  

 

6.1  MODE NEUTRALITY 



TRAFINZ strongly supports the concept of mode neutrality.  We note the GPS says that 

opportunities will be taken to correct past under-investment in some modes.  We understand 

the rationale for this but would also urge caution in using this as a ‘get out of jail free’ card. 

Future investments should be undertaken because they make sense and stack up, rather than 

because a past administration has underinvested in a particular mode.  

TRAFINZ strongly supports work to identify and quantify transport externalities. We consider 

this is essential to achieve mode neutrality, and we expect it will take some time and effort to 

undertake this work. We recommend that this work be done collaboratively so that it is well 

tested and robust.     

We comment below, in relation to the investment section of the draft GPS, that the retention 

of funding ‘buckets’ has potential to be somewhat arbitrary.  

 

6.2  INCORPORATING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION 

We are very interested in the opportunities emerging from Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 

thinking. This is exciting and we can see it developing very fast. The potential benefits for 

improving transport choice and access are clearly very considerable.  

We also consider that emerging technologies will shake up the transport system, and in time 

land use. The GPS and any future Transport Strategy should keep up with developing 

technologies. We note that regulation is struggling with emerging technologies – particularly in 

the area of smaller vehicles such as mobility scooters, segways, e bikes , ‘paxters’ and that work  

on this needs to continue. We are concerned about safety implications of vehicles on footpaths, 

except where a shared path has been specifically designated. TRAFINZ is involved in current 

work in this area.  

 

6.3  INTEGRATING LAND USE AND TRANSPORT  

TRAFINZ strongly supports integration of land use and transport planning and delivery as noted 

at several points in our submission.  

 

7.  INVESTMENT IN LAND TRANSPORT 

General Comments on this Section 



We strongly support the reallocation of transportation funding to support the new strategic 

direction for land transport. In submitting on previous GPS we have repeatedly expressed deep 

concern that too great a proportion of funding was being directed to a small number of very 

expensive state highway projects (RONS). Our concern was that many of those projects had 

relatively low benefit : cost ratios (often less than 1), and that they would starve other projects 

with markedly higher benefit : cost ratios.  

The ‘mode neutrality’ theme is somewhat at odds with setting out buckets with funding ranges. 

It is entirely possible that projects with inferior benefit : cost ratios will be funded simply 

because money remains in that particular bucket, while higher benefit : cost ratio projects 

might miss out because their ‘bucket’ is exhausted.   

Notwithstanding our wholehearted support  for the changes in direction and funding, we 

remain concerned that the use of funding ‘buckets’ brought in by the last Government in the 

first GPS is an arbitrary construct, and there is no national strategic transport framework. Our 

preference remains for the development of an evidence led New Zealand Transport Strategy to 

underpin investment programmes.  

If funding ‘buckets’ are to remain, as noted earlier in this submission, we strongly encourage 

the development of a bucket for safety engineering. We understand this is being actively 

contemplated. At an absolute minimum the welcome strategic priority given to safety means 

that it is vitally important to be able to transparently identify and report the level of safety 

engineering investment, and the expected benefits of that investment.  

 

Rapid Transit and Rail  

TRAFINZ supports the inclusion of new activity classes for rapid transit and transitional rail.  We 

consider it would be worth being clearer about the types of investment being contemplated 

under the Rail Infrastructure Activity Class, whether it is just passenger rail and if so where, or 

whether freight connections might benefit too. 

The draft GPS signals an intent to promote inter-regional public transport to improve access to 

housing and employment opportunities.  However the Land Transport Management Act (LTMA) 

does not support the provision of inter-regional public transport services.  Any inter-regional 

public transport service is considered an ‘exempt service’ under section 130 of the LTMA, and 

this has created operational barriers for Regional Councils to contract and operate inter-

regional public transport services.  The only way to overcome this is through an Order in 

Council signed by the Minister.  So while the draft GPS has provided more emphasis and 

funding for inter-regional public transport, the current legislative environment does not 



support or enable this to occur. We are pleased at the supportive comments about inter-

regional rail between Hamilton and Auckland, and between Palmerston North and Wellington.  

TRAFINZ therefore strongly encourages the Minister of Transport to review the LTMA to 

remove legislative barriers that could prevent councils from funding and operating inter-

regional public transport. 

 

Local Road Improvements and Regional Improvements 

The Local Road Improvements and Regional Improvements activity classes have been 

consistently underspent over many years.  This is occurring despite such projects having a 

significantly higher safety, accessibility, financial (BC) and public good outcome for NZ than 

many State Highway projects. It is apparent that there are significant barriers to Councils 

accessing this funding, most notably the costs and time incurred in the compliance processes, 

and the simple inability for Councils to come up with the local funding share.  

The Institute understands that consideration is being given to an appropriate reduction in the 

local share for maintenance as so many local roads carry freight, international and national 

traffic.  The same approach should apply to the Local Roads Improvement class and Regional 

Improvements class. These are concerns across whole networks of regional roads, not simply 

key designated freight and tourist routes. If NLTP funding is made available to support 

pedestrian networks that will help Councils somewhat in their global transport funding.  

In this discussion, TRAFINZ suggests that it is somewhat anomalous – especially when talking 

about One Network – that state highways are funded entirely by those who drive on them. 

Local roads by contrast are funded approximately 50% each by those who drive on them and by 

property owners. The argument that property owners should pay because they get access from 

the local roads is somewhat undermined by the fact that many property owners, especially but 

not only in the rural area, obtain their access from State Highways.  

The local road network has not been able to keep up with growth, change, legislative and 

bureaucratic requirements and needs additional investment. The Institute supports the 

increased funding levels proposed. Much of the increase in road trauma over recent years 

involves the one size fits all designed roading network. The new Speed Management Guide 

clearly demonstrates this, with 87% of existing posted speed limits being higher than the 

considered safe and appropriate speeds limits. This is made worse during adverse conditions – 

for example poor weather.  

Local authorities will need funding from the Local Road Improvements activity class to deliver 

the new speed limit regime which is set out in the Speed Management Guide.  This is an 



important component of creating safer roads. TRAFINZ considers area based treatment in 

urban areas another valuable safety intervention.  We have seen its effectiveness in overseas 

jurisdictions. Funding and funding assistance rates are important in delivering these kinds of 

interventions.  

 

Local road maintenance 

Local road maintenance needs are likely to increase as a result of Government decisions made 

last year on the Vehicle Dimensions and Mass Rule 2016.  The expected greater impacts on 

pavements were discussed in various forums during the consultations and the comment from 

NZTA representatives was that any additional costs would be funded from extra RUC income.  It 

is not apparent that allowance for these costs has been included in the proposed funding 

ranges (Table 3). The extra pavement costs will require an increased matching contribution 

from Council rates- the Council share.  A preferable and fairer means of funding such increased 

costs would be to increase the FAR for such work across all Councils so that the need for extra 

rates contribution is avoided. Again logic says that it is the transport system that creates the 

increased cost, not property ownership. Therefore RUC rather than rates is the appropriate 

funding source.  

 

Transportation Technologies   

The Institute has for decades promote the uptake of transportation technologies, both in-

vehicle and on-road as well as support of education and enforcement.  TRAFINZ has already 

successfully arranged demonstration of several in-vehicle technologies including working with 

Volvo to undertake New Zealand’s first self-drive demonstration in Tauranga in 2016. The 

Institute is also highly supportive of NZTA and Ministry work on MaaS. We support 

development of appropriate policy for autonomous vehicles.  

 

Road Safety Promotion and Demand Management 

We welcome the increase in funding here. We also welcome the inclusion of demand 

management. TRAFINZ has a close relationship with SASTA the Safe and Sustainable Transport 

Association whose members include most of the road safety co-ordinators employed by 

Councils across the country. Their valuable work has been funded through this activity class. 

TRAFINZ would like it clearly noted that this class continues to include  the work of road safety 

co-ordinators. We assume that is intended but clarity would still be appreciated by the sector.   



Walking and Cycling 

We are unclear on whether the Urban Cycleways Fund or something similar is intended to 

continue. It would be welcomed by Council. Given the long lead times to deliver cycleways and 

the often challenging engagement processes involved, the earliest possible announcement of 

Government’s intentions in this regard would be welcome. Amended FAR rates for cycling 

projects would be another way of achieving more or less the same end, but that may 

undermine the overall level of investment signaled for active modes.   

6   SUMMARY 
 

Thank you again for the opportunity to make a submission on GPS 18. We welcome the general 

direction. 

In particular, TRAFINZ supports the new four new Objectives for the land transport system; 

Safety, Access, Value for Money and Environment.  

We strongly support Safety as the key Objective. We have made suggestions about ways safety 

and safe systems thinking can be built into funding and operational processes. In particular we 

consider that dedicated and substantial funding allocation to safety engineering must be part of 

the investment package.  

We have attached below the ‘TRAFINZ First XV’ recommendations which we consider will 

drastically improve road safety in our country. Simply catching up with the best performing 

countries in the world would save around 250 lives a year – every year.  

We also support Access as a second Key Objective. This recognises that the land transport 

system is principally concerned with access for people and businesses, not just concerned with 

efficiency of traffic movements. The whole land use / transport system needs to be considered 

and planned better. 

TRAFINZ continues to support the creation of a New Zealand Transport Strategy with a long 

term focus, alongside the GPS with its funding focus.  

TRAFINZ supports the proposed rebalancing of funding from the National Land Transport Fund 

to support the new Strategic Direction, and the widening of support to include extra emphasis 

on transitional rail, pedestrian networks and road safety promotion and demand management. 

We are concerned that there needs to be an urgent review of the financial assistance rates 

(FAR) for local government.  Much of the new projects and initiatives needed will involve a local 



funding share and providing new rates funding is going to be difficult and needs advance 

warning to fit into Councils’ consultation timetables. 

TRAFINZ is very pleased to see many of its suggestions for policy change have been included in 

the Draft GPS and looks forward to working with MOT and NZTA to develop effective ways of 

implementing the new Strategic Directions. 

TRAFINZ appreciates the opportunity to make these comments and will be pleased to provide 

further clarification if required.  

 

For more information please contact:  

 

Cr Andy Foster 

President 

New Zealand Traffic Institute (TRAFINZ) 

021 227 8537 

andy.foster@wcc.govt.nz 
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TRAFINZ First XV - Interventions to Reduce Death and Serious Injury 

The number of people dying and being seriously hurt on our roads has increased by over 50% since 

2013. There are a range of factors behind this, but death and injury levels are rising far faster than 

population or the distances we travel. We can and must take concerted action to reduce this trend. 

TRAFINZ has set out the key initiatives we consider should be taken. Collectively we consider that over 

time these initiatives will dramatically reduce death and injury on our roads. Simply catching up with the 

best performing nations in the world would cut death rates by 2/3rds saving some 250 lives a year – every 

year. We should aspire to do even better than that.  

Structural 

1. Develop a comprehensive Transport Strategy in collaboration with key stakeholders, within 
which Safety is a vital component. Ensure all the key transport documents (GPS/Investment 
Assessment Framework/ Economic Evaluation Manual) are aligned with promotion of safe 
mobility. This concept can also be allied to environmental, health, social and economic benefits.   
 

2. Adopt Vision Zero - to demand and inspire action, to recognize that this is everyone’s issue, that 
we are all part of the solution, and that we can all make a difference. Many or most of our 
community still holds the outdated ‘blame the road user’ mindset, which cannot improve safety 
outcomes. Set interim targets to drive action. Require ‘system owners’ to develop their own 
‘Safe System Plan’ setting out what they plan to do to progressively eliminate death and serious 
injury within their sphere of influence. 
 

3. Ensure that there is a dynamic Vision Zero safety leadership structure that is linked to all the key 
stakeholders from the Minister down. Such safety champion organisation(s) and position(s) 
should be independent but publicly accountable for driving Vision Zero and for holding others in 
central and local government and the private sector to account for safety performance.  
 

4. Invest in education of practitioners, decision makers (including politicians), fleet operators, 
professional road users and in grass roots road safety education. Only with wider understanding 
will we achieve safety results.  
 

5. Work with Local Government, relevant Government agencies, and developers to ensure that our 
towns and cities are designed and retrofitted with liveability and safety as vital components. 
This fits closely with national health, social and economic aspirations, and encouraging active 
transport.  

 



Safe Roads and Roadsides  

6. Significantly increased and accelerated investment in highest risk roads and intersections. This 
would equally include State highways and local roads. NZTA the AA and private sector have 
done excellent work in prioritising risk areas so we know where to target the resources. We 
would see many more median and edge barriers, rumble strips, and intersection redesigns. 
Review the funding arrangements (FAR) to ensure financial constraint does not prevent 
especially smaller local authorities from delivering better safety outcomes.  
 

7. Particularly in the urban context, focus on safety, convenience and accessibility for active users 
(pedestrians and cyclists). This would be required as part of local authorities ‘safe system plans’ 
supported by other ‘system owners’ such as NZ Police as required. Speed and safe design are 
key components. Accessibility and an ageing population will require footpaths of a reasonable 
surface standard to minimise the personal and health system risks of trips and falls, and allow all 
citizens to participate as fully as possible in social and economic life. Issues with emerging 
technologies potentially competing for footpath space need to be resolved.  

 

Safe Speeds  

8. Accelerate the implementation of the Speed Management Guide. Speeds should be safe for the 
given environment, and set with human physiology in mind. Require road controlling authorities 
to review speed limits of at least 10% of their networks per year, starting with the highest risk 
roads. This is likely to require NZTA resource support for NZTA as a road controlling authority, 
and for TLAs, and other road controlling authorities such as DoC. It will also require significant 
focus on education and information provision to ‘take the public with us’.  
   

9. Provide for a greatly increased network of safety cameras including single point and point-to-
point speed cameras, combined speed and red light cameras, variable speed limit and “no lane 
changing” compliance.  Determine the best organisational structure to manage cameras, 
enforcement, processing and appeals.  
 

 

Safe Vehicles 

10. Significantly raise the safety provided by used imported vehicles. The average age of the New 
Zealand fleet is 14 years, meaning we miss out on many of the huge benefits of newer 
technology. This includes everything from collision avoidance technology to airbags, seat belt 
warning systems, and alcohol interlocks. Age and quality restrictions on imported vehicles are 
options. Actively incentivise the exit of older less safe vehicles including improving consumer 
information. In time AVs have potential to significantly reduce road trauma and New Zealand 
needs to stay involved in this emerging technology. 

11. Encourage safer forms of transport. This includes encouraging a greater proportion of freight 
being carried on rail or ship where this is economic and practical. Heavy trucks are involved in 
approximately 1 in 4 fatal and serious crashes and this proportion is rising, and can be expected 



to rise further with growing freight movement. It also includes encouraging greater use of public 
passenger transport. Passengers on public transport are some 20 times safer than when 
travelling in private cars. We have already covered safer active modes especially in urban areas 
above.  
 

 

Safe Use  

12. More rigorous standards and testing for motorcycle licences. This could include a time limit on 
motorcycle licenses and requiring a practical test to renew. (because many riders ‘have a break’ 
between owning a bike as a young person and then again at an older age) Include mopeds in 
motorcycle licensing framework. Continue to support motorcycle safety training programmes.  
 

13. Review and support driver training and licencing, including its relationship to the education 
curriculum. Consider the circumstances in which ‘refreshers’ or retesting could be required. 
Fleet operators should be required as part of their safe system plans to demonstrate 
appropriate training and that drivers are not put under pressure to exceed safety parameters. 
Monitoring (eg telematics) should be encouraged as part of safe system plans.    
 

14. Fundamental review of offences and penalties so that penalties are commensurate with risk, 
and act as deterrents. Consider warnings, suspended notices or opportunities to comply should 
for first time or “occasional” offenders to address any concerns about ‘revenue gathering’. Also 
assess the risks and benefits of hypothecation of fines revenue 

15. Ensure that the investment in road safety policing is well targeted, documented and monitored. 
Reduce substance abuse including by introducing compulsory roadside testing for drug 
impairment and increased targeted drink driving enforcement. Work with Police to increase 
alcohol enforcement (levels and effectiveness).  Encourage the uptake of voluntary alcohol 
interlocks in commercial fleets to normalise interlocks and expand market. 

 


